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1. Introduction (Gemma and Alessio) 

Alessio is a mathematician working in algebraic geometry. Gemma is a visual 

artist and lecturer of drawing. We have been collaborating for some time on 

different projects. The collaboration started when Gemma came across a short 

article in the Imperial College Newsletter entitled a periodic table of shapes [1]  

and immediately made some drawings and then got in touch with Alessio and his 

collaborator Tom Coates. 

 

Figure 1 – PeriodicTable of Fano Varieties, Copper Etching and Japanese Ink, 
Gemma Anderson, 2011.  
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Figure 2a – Paper sliceform of Fano Variety, Gemma Anderson, 2011 

 

 

Figure 2b – Rapid Prototype of Fano Variety, Gemma Anderson and Tom Coates, 2011 

Figure 2c – Copper Investment Cast of Fano Variety, Gemma Anderson, 2011 

Previous Figures 1, 2a, 2b and 2c show some early products of our collaboration. 

The collaboration is still ongoing. For instance, we are planning a workshop 

(maybe two) on drawing in 4 dimensions (4d) for the general public. 

In this paper, we focus on a recent project on drawing trees in 4d as an 

example to show how our projects begin, evolve and eventually find their way 

into art. We also give you a feeling for the kind of experience we are planning 

for these workshops. In section 2, written in the first person by Alessio, we show 

how to draw 4d trees. Section 3, written in the first person by Gemma, reflects on 

how this material finds its way in her art. The concluding Section 4 is written 

again, as this introduction, by both authors.
1
 

                                                           
1 We thank Michele Emmer for inviting us to the Convegno Matematica e Cultura 2014. 
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2. How to draw 4d trees (Alessio) 

While we were working on the paper Drawing in Mathematics: From 

Inverse Vision to the Liberation of Form, I showed Gemma some drawings  

I did as a teenager of polytopes in 4d. For instance, fig. 3 shows one of  

a series of drawings of the inside of a 120-cell. As an artist, Gemma wanted to 

 

Figure 3 – Hypercube, pen on paper, Gemma Anderson, 2013 

be able to imagine and draw in 4d and started a conversation with me about this. 

She drew a 4d cube folding from a 3d net and then some of the 6 Platonic solids 

in 4d. I was not very interested in pursuing this further as it has been done 

before. 

Then, after some time, Gemma came asking about drawing a 4d tree. She was 

inspired by her naturalistic interests to imagine a possible natural world in 4 

spacial dimensions. I was laughing, it seemed a bit of nonsense, I did not know if 

it was possible. I thought about it. I decided that a tree is a manifold with a 

height function on it, a bit limited perhaps, but maybe interesting enough to be 

worth pursuing further. So when we think of an ordinary 3d tree, for example, 

we are just thinking of the outside surface, the bark-matter of the tree. So a 4d 

tree is a 3d manifold with height function. 
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It is important to understand that I did not want to be tied to the image of a literal 

tree, and we soon had several metaphors going: the Universe with its matter 

density function is the bark of a 4d tree; the roots of this tree are in empty space 

and the upper branches and fruits are the stars, planets and black holes. So by 

drawing 4d trees we are also learning to draw the possible shape of the Universe. 

Gemma also works with biologists and is interested in the act of drawing as an 

analogy of the development of an organism. She proposed another metaphor: if 

the height function is time, then the different time slices are like photographs of 

an object taken in a time sequence like when viewing a developmental series. I 

had not seen a biological dvelopmental series before, and I then said that a 

developmental series for the history of the Universe in time would be a 5d tree.  

 

 

Figure 4 – G. Anderson, Drawing based on P. Klee, Growth of the Night Plants, 1921. 

Pottery is a watercolour on pulpboard by Klee (1921): the gradation of colour 

and form suggest that we are seeing the slices of an abstract developmental 

series. To take this further, we started a conversation-in-drawing, where we 

would draw each other questions, free associations, possible answers. 
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Figure 5 – G. Anderson, Normal Tree, Pen on paper, 2013 

In fig. 5 we started exploring ordinary trees in 3d. You notice that to make 

things more interesting we allow branches to come together, which they don’t do 

(or very rarely do) in real life. We started looking at slices of the height function: 

generic slices and special slices where branching happens. To make our life 

simpler, we decided to assume at most one new branch at any given height. We 

learned how the tree is made of disks and pants, one of either piece (a disk or a 

pant) for each special height. Then we learned how to make a tree from an 

instruction sheet and a collection of disks and pants. You can see the instruction 

sheet on the upper right corner: it is a drawing made of I & Y (and upside-down 

Y): it tells us where to glue the disks and pants.  

We found that there is a precise analogy between deconstructing a particular 

tree into disks and pants and then using disks and pants to build an arbitrary tree 

and Gemma’s own blow-up or creative morphology drawing method, which she 

has been teaching in workshops with artists and scientists, where an object is 

observed; described; drawn; memorised; deconstructed; and creatively 

recombined. 

To draw 4d trees, we now need to promote all these concepts and drawings up 

one dimension, as illustrated in fig. 6. 
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Figure 6 – G. Anderson, Dimensional Promotion, Pen on paper, 2013 

Here you see two tables. The left table is the list of the concepts we used to 

draw 3d trees. A tree is a connected surface with a height function on it; a 

generic slice is a disconnected 1d manifold: a collection of disjoint circles; a 

special slice is a 1d object with just 1 singularity; the pieces are disks and pants: 

these are certain 2d surfaces with boundary; the instruction sheet is a drawing 

made of I & Y. The right table is the list of the concepts that we need to develop 

for drawing 4d trees. A tree is a connected 3-manifold with height; a generic 

slice is a disconnected surface: a collection of surfaces of different genera (a 

doughnut with many holes; the genus is the number of holes); a special slice 

therefore would be a 2d object with one singularity, the locus where branching 

occurs; the  pieces then would be certain 3d manifolds with boundary; and what 

would the instruction sheet be?  
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Figure 7 – G. Anderson, Technicalities, Pen on paper, 2013 

In fig. 7 we learn how a surface of genus g crossing a special height aquires one 

singular point. This happens by tightening a curve on the surface until it becomes a 

single point. There are two types of curves: those that split the surface it two 

disconnected halves, and those that don’t. In the first case a surface of genus g is 

split into two surfaces of genus g1, g2 with g1 + g2 = g; in the second case a surface 

of genus g “loses one hole” and becomes a surfaces of genus g–1.  

 

Figure 8 – G. Anderson, Pieces, Pen on paper,  2013 
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Fig. 8 shows two typical pieces: a surface of genus 2 crosses a special value 

and becomes a surface of genus 1; a surface of genus 2 crosses a special 

value and splits into two surfaces of genus 1. Imagine the surface of genus 2 

to be solid and filled with red “bark-substance”, and the two surfaces of 

genus 1 being “drilled out” of it from the inside. We can imagine gradation 

in the red as we move up the tree. Now we have everything that we need to 

draw 4d trees. 

3. Art (Gemma) 

 

Figure 9 – G. Anderson, 4D Tree no.1, Pen on paper, 2013 

Fig. 9 shows a drawing of a 4d tree. It is drawn from an instruction sheet that we 

made up. The numbers on the instruction sheet are the genera of the surfaces 

occurring in the corresponding slice. The drawing shows the pieces: you have to 

imagine that, to make the tree, the blue part of one piece is glued to the red part 

of the higher piece and so on. The grey shading represents the bark-matter of the 

tree. In the drawing in fig. 10 
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Figure 10 – 4D Tree no. 2, Pen on paper, Gemma Anderson, 2013 

the grey lines signify where the blue surface attaches to the red surface to form a 

slice of the tree. On the right hand side I am thinking of the gradation of color as  

 

Figure 11 – G. Anderson, 4D Tree no. 3, Pen on paper, 2013 
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the height function increases or decreases. In the drawing in fig. 11 

 

Figure 12 – G. Anderson,  4D Morse Theory Tree 

I am thinking more about the topology of the slices. On the left I am 

experimenting with topologically equivalent ways to draw a slice. On the right I 

am writing myself instructions about the gradation of colour. This makes me 

think of Klee, and in particular the following quote: [3] 

I was able to free myself from all that was accidental in this slice of Nature, both in the 

drawing and in the tonality, and rendered only the typical through carefully planned, formal 

genesis. 

4. Conclusion (Gemma and Alessio) 

We have shown you slices of the Morse theory of our conversations. Drawing is 

our shared language. We start with the kind of question that drawing generates: 

how to draw 4-dimensional trees. The conversation develops with free drawing-

associations that we each take out of our own professional practice. At the 

beginning we leave applications aside and we keep our willingness to explore the 

topic together. Later we may find applications: for instance we now think of 
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using this material for a public workshop; in a different application, our drawings 

find a way in Gemma’s art. (see fig. 12) 

Early in his career as a mathematician Alessio was not interested in discussing 

his work with non-mathematicians. He is one of those trees whose roots are up in 

the sky and whose direction of growth is down, towards the ground. Recently, he 

became interested in giving mathematical objects a material body: with this 

project, he feels that he has grown a new branch in the Earth. 

In conclusion, Gemma would like to reflect on a quote from Goethe that has 

been important to her for a long time, which expresses her motivation as an 

artist. It came as a surprise to her that it fits so well with the work that we have 

discussed in this paper: [4] 

 

Figure 13 – G. Anderson, Isomorphogenesis no. 3, Watercolour on Paper, 2014 
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The original plant [Urpflanze] is becoming the most wondrous creature in the world, one for 

which Nature herself should envy me. With this model, and with the key to it, one can now 

invent an eternity of plants, which...even though they don’t exist, yet could exist and are not 

merely painterly or visual shadows and appearances, but carry an inner truth and necessity. 

This project gave Gemma some tools that helped her to take a fundamental step 

in her work away from strictly naturalistic observation. After this project, 

Gemma saw the possibility of creating work from a kind of drawing algorithm 

involving actions performed on a set of primitive shapes rather than from 

observation. The algorithm simulates possible analogs of ontogenetic series 

based on principles similar to those that regulate plant and animal growth. She 

uses two sets of cards representing primitive shapes and actions, and randomly 

chooses a sequence of cards to decide what shapes to draw and what actions to 

perform. Using this algorithm, she developed a new body of work that she calls 

Isomorphogenesis. (see figg. 13 and 14). 

The project liberated some mathematical shapes from the strict confines of 

their mathematical cradle, and it liberated Gemma from her strictly naturalistic 

observational method. On his part, Alessio is pleased to see that something has 

migrated from Morse theory into Gemma’s art. 

 

Figure 14 – G. Anderson, Isomorphogenesis no. 14, Watercolour on Paper, 2014 
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